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He disliked MacArthur for his vanity, his penchant for theatrics, and for what Eisenhower perceived as
"irrational" behavior. He willingly admitted though that MacArthur was smart, decisive, and a brilliant
military mind. Working under him was frustrating, but also an invaluable learning experience. Ann Whitman
Diary, Dec. Portrait of the Hero, Peter Lyon, pg. Kennedy, Democratic Senator from Massachusetts , U.
President Eisenhower considered John Kennedy too young and inexperienced to be a serious presidential
candidate He referred to Kennedy as "the boy" and "young whippersnapper. When Kennedy won the election,
Eisenhower considered it his own greatest defeat. Eisenhower the President, William Ewald, pg. He resented
that Eisenhower was his superior, openly expressing disdain and privately belittling his generalship.
Eisenhower displayed heroic patience in his dealings with Monty, but still came close to sacking him.
Montgomery even admitted that Eisenhower was the only one who had the personality to get all the Allies to
cooperate and win the war. I can not forget his readiness to belittle associates in those critical moments when
the cooperation of all of us was needed. President Eisenhower and Truman got along fine until Eisenhower
began his campaign for the presidency in as a Republican. By then, Eisenhower had begun to regard Truman
as an inept, undignified leader who had surrounded himself with crooks and cronies. He was incensed that
Eisenhower would undermine his efforts to end the Korean War by promising to go there himself. I wonder if
I can stand sitting next to him. He considered the senator to be a hate-filled, power-hungry thug who would go
to any lengths for publicity. He was particularly exasperated when McCarthy began to investigate the Army
for communists and subpoenaed White House personnel. This guy McCarthy is going to get into trouble over
this. He wants to be President. James Hagerty Diary Feb. Johnson, Democratic Senator from Texas , U.
President Eisenhower considered Lyndon Johnson to be phony, unreliable, and opportunistic. When President
Johnson announced he would not run again in , Eisenhower was livid. In turn, Johnson, harbored great respect
for Eisenhower and sought his advice throughout his own presidency. Any floor leader of a senate majority
party looks good, no matter how incompetent he may be. Johnson is superficial and opportunistic. William
Robinson Diary, July ,
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Check out Fool Like Me by Porter Wagoner on Amazon Music. Stream ad-free or purchase CD's and MP3s now on
www.nxgvision.com
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'A brilliant fool like me', --All the honours of Paris, --Elegy for the dead, --'My exhilarated despair', --Alone in the studio,
--'The greatest living painter',

Chapter 5 : Ashleigh Brilliant -- Catalogue Selections
This is a Brilliant performance by VS performing their smash hit single Make it hot on TOTP !!! (Credit to Terron &
Vjscorpio).
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Take a shortcut with these brilliant tidying products on Amazon that will fool people into not thinking you're a hot mess
and get a handle on that clutter before someone finds out the truth.
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Ike and Tina Turner - Such A Fool For You Thought to be an LP only track, here's the French EP version of 'Such A Fool
For You' by my heroes, the brilliant Ike and Tina.
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